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Only the Best Coloring Book Series for Fashion lovers ever!Do you love 1950s fashion? Then
this is the book for you! Pretty dress designs for the fashionista to color! Bring out the inner
designer in you with these beautiful dress designs and mandalas. You get to decide how they
look, and choose what ever colors you desire because its your book and you can do whatever
your heart desires!What's not to love about 1940’s and 1950’s dresses? This is the first book in a
series of fashion coloring uniquely drawn by New Zealand artist Collette Renee Fergus. Make it
your own and bring out the designer in you with these beautiful dress and mandala designs
using this era to inspire you.There are 35 unique retro inspired dresses all hand drawn by
Collette with no digital enhancement in this first book, to stay within the theme of the main era of
the 1950’s; most are displayed on mannequins so no pressure to create skin-tone colors, unless
of course you want to? Color the mannequins in a skin-tone or anything else you like, its your
book after all! The mandalas are designed to look like full circle skirts from above for something
different.If you want to see inside? Then check out this book flip through by Brittany Dobbs to
see all the pictures in this wonderful book – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vj8nbvX—
EThis is the first book in the Dress Book series which all are also available on Ebook Library.
Dress Books I,II,III,IV and V including fairies and a creatures inspired series.You probably
already know this, but coloring can take you away to another place where you will find peace,
harmony and mindfulness and who doesn’t want that? Most of these pages can be completed in
an evening if you choose, so no pressure and no more half finished pieces nagging you to get
back to them and finish!Lose yourself in the lines and develop that peace and harmony that
adult coloring books can give you. Each intricate design is printed on one side of the pages only
so you don't have to worry about your work of art bleeding through and ruining the artwork on the
next page. There is a test page and a blotter page that you can remove and add between pages
for extra protection while coloring also if you so wish.Created with love by Collette Renee
Fergus, a New Zealand Artist.Go on press the “Add to Cart” button, you know you want to, and
get designing now.

About the AuthorA passion for fashion especially dresses and anything 1950s is what led
Collette to creating this book. She is also the author/artist of the Chardonnay Minx Coloring
Books, a tongue in cheek party girl series.She began painting young, prevailed on family and
neighborhood artists for lessons, and reveled in their skill and knowledge. At 11 she sold her first
artwork, a watercolour of Mount Taranaki/Egmont. At 16 she took night school classes in oil
painting and acrylics, her subject matter still mostly New Zealand scenery. She exhibited often
and at 17 had her first solo exhibition in Auckland, New Zealand. Known for her modern,
contemporary work, Collette has two distinct styles: her serious, abstract works and a fun,



contemporary surrealist style.Her artworks sell worldwide, including in Britain, Germany, Russia,
USA, Canada, Cook Islands, Spain and Australia, as well as from galleries throughout New
Zealand. She has a popular website; dedicated to the growing interest in her art.
www.collette.co.nz Collette finds painting extremely rewarding and puts her heart and soul into
it, and is humbled by appreciation of her work.Collette's latest venture into Coloring Books came
from her time recovering from cancer where all she could do with her art was draw and like
colouring-in is for others, drawing gave her the same solace and peace. Collette feels adult
coloring books are not just a fad, she beleives they help serve many purposes that are beneficial
in so many ways, not just relaxation or stress release. They can help you focus with therapeutic,
calming and problem solving benefits and give you the state of mindfulness we all strive for but
seldom achieve.
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Ebook Library Reader, “I have gotten so many that only have a couple pages I like to color. I was
so pleasantly surprised by this book. I have gotten so many that only have a couple pages I like
to color, but with this one I dont know where I'm going to start and know i'm not going to want to
stop! These images are the perfect size even with the detail to be able to shade and have the
sky the limit, so many books make them to small with a shaky hand. I would love to be a part of a
group that shares their colored pages if there is one. I GIVE THIS 5 PLUS STARS FOR MAKING
MY DAY :)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Not as expected!!. Another greyscale type coloring book my Mom does
not like this type of book, will noy order these again!!”

Asim, “One of the Best. Collette's coloring books are some of my favorites. I have almost 100,
but always find myself reaching for one of her books. This was the first of her books that I
purchased & I couldn't be happier. The drawings are very unique & super fun to color. I just
ordered the second edition & I can't wait for it to come! I'd reccommend any of her books,
appropriate for both beginner & advanced colorists!”

Gypsy Perez, “I absolutely love this book. I absolutely love this book. The dresses are well
designed. The paper is not flimsy and I have used gel pens for a few of the pictures and the ink
doesn't bleed. The pages aren't perforated but you can remove the pages with little effort. This
book is a great collection of dresses inspired by 50s fashion, the color possibilities and methods
to color are endless. I can't wait for the next dress book by Collette.”

jenny clayton, “dresses dresses and more dresses unique. first coloring book I have ever
purchased that was of just dresses very unique and different I enjoy it, if your into fashion I think
you would enjoy it to, some of the dresses seem somewhat similar to me, but I truly enjoy
coloring this book, single sided this I do enjoy.. very different very pretty.also has mandala's of
the dresses sort of a bottom view..”

Joyce Young, “beautiful. one of Collette's first Dress Books.. I now have all three of them.. so
many beautiful dresses”

caleb's granny, “I love this book I love all of the unique dresses. I love this book I love all of the
unique dresses. I found Collette when she published her Chardonnay Marxist Book! She is an
artist I will be following moving forard! Check out all of her books! She is very gifted!!!”

Barbarian57, “A Great Coloring Book. If you enjoy coloring '50s style dresses and mandalas
(representing circle skirts), you will enjoy this book.”



Tanith Panic, “I love the mandalas that have been included too. Lovely drawings. I love the
mandalas that have been included too. I'm giving my usual warning about using a piece of card
to prevent bleed from markers.”

Anna, “Lovely. A lovely book.Full of gorgeous pictures.”

Bunnyhop, “Five Stars. As with the other dress book again very good , nice and easy and very
relaxing”

Anne Luby, “Delighted with this beautiful hand drawn book for my daughter. Delighted with this
beautiful hand drawn book for my daughter.Arrived quickly in perfect condition.Great value for
the money.”

Addie Smith, “Five Stars. Excellent book, I love it!!”

The book by Collette Renee Fergus has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 42 people have provided
feedback.
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